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Interdisciplinarity is a key
approach in Hong Kong
In September 2020, the university will launch Master of Cities and Governance
to equip students with practical skills needed to tackle challenges in megacities

B

esides being an international financial
hub, Hong Kong has become an important centre within Asia for higher education and is home to many of the region’s
leading academic institutions.
This includes Lingnan University, which dates
back to 1888 and is the city’s only university dedicated to liberal arts. It has been widely recognised for the quality of its courses and teaching, a
high level of student satisfaction, its social impact
on different communities, and its research
strength in policy studies and, more recently, the
Greater Bay Area economic initiative.
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Undergraduate programmes cover subjects in
Arts and Social Sciences, while the BBA (Hons)
degrees taught by the AACSB-accredited Faculty
of Business are rightly regarded as being among
the university’s flagship courses.
The BBA programmes, in common with many
of the other undergraduate options, emphasise
the importance of interdisciplinary studies and
small-class pedagogy.
Lingnan, which Forbes rated as a Top 10 Liberal
Arts College in Asia in 2015, has been evolving
with innovations that build on the university’s
legacy yet keep pace with all the changes taking
place in the wider world.
For instance, a new BA (Hons) in Global
Liberal Arts aims to put students on the path to
roles as international leaders. The interdisciplinary programme allows them to study in at
least two continents, thereby giving exposure
to a diverse range of people and perspectives.
Doing this enhances their cross-cultural knowledge and teaches them how to show respect
and sensitivity when dealing with other individuals and societies.
Alternatively, the new Bachelor of Social
Sciences (Hons) in Business Psychology, which
is a four-year full-time programme, is designed
with other objectives in mind. It is intended for
undergraduates who want to pursue a degree in
psychology and have a particular interest in
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applying what they learn in business and organisational settings. Graduates with that kind of knowledge can have a real impact in the workplace. They
understand the demand for coherence within
organisations in terms of marketing strategies and
human resources policies. And they recognise the
need for strong relationships between staff, management and customers. Their familiarity with psychological theory and practice will mean they can
help managers to select, support, motivate and
train employees more successfully. The university
also offers a Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in Animation
and Digital Arts. It costs HKD$130,000 (US$16,700)
per annum for non-local applicants.
For non-local students, the costs for most undergraduate programmes range from HK$140,000
(US$18,000) for the 2019-20 academic year. A wide
range of scholarships and financial aid schemes are
available for eligible applicants.
One of the university’s key goals is to enhance
the scope of postgraduate studies and its overall
research capacity. The School of Graduate Studies
was established last year to centralise and foster
both taught and research-based programmes
including PhD, professional doctorate and postgraduate diplomas.
The School also has a focus on social and policy
studies, particularly those related to developments in
the Greater Bay Area in South China or linked to
China’s Belt and Road economic initiative.
In September 2020, Lingnan will also be launching an innovative Master of Cities and Governance.
The aim of this is to equip students with the
knowledge and practical skills needed
to tackle the challenges facing

today’s megacities and regions. Taken as either a
one-year, full-time or two-year, part-time programme, it will prepare graduates for careers in
urban governance and city-based public policy
matters, or with government bodies, NGOs, think
tanks or corporate employers.
The breadth of expertise offered by Lingnan’s own
faculty members, the Master of Cities and Governance
will draw on input from other universities in Hong
Kong and China, in particular Lingnan’s international
partners such as University College London and the
University of Sussex in Britain.
Such support will also play a part in making the
Master of Arts in International Affairs distinctive.
Primarily designed for applicants with a first degree
in politics-related disciplines, social sciences, the
humanities, law or journalism, this new taught programme aims to cover a lot of ground. It deals with
international and comparative politics, developmental studies, international security, environmental politics, and Greater China. Furthermore, issues like
nationalism and political culture will be discussed,
along with the impact of current changes on trade,
investment, education and social organisations.
As part of the Master of Arts in International
Affairs, there is also a Concentration on China-Africa
Studies. This will be of special interest for anyone
looking to pursue a career in diplomacy, foreign
affairs, journalism, education, tourism, PR, or within
an international organisation or company with links
in those two areas.
Tuition fees for the Master of Cities and Governance
and the Master of Arts in International Affairs are set
at HKD120,000 (US$15,400) and HKD$110,000
(US$14,100) respectively. n
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